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ABSTRACT

With the development of big data technology, traditional monitoring methods for the scope of marine 
pollution can no longer meet the current needs of accuracy and timeliness. In light of the outstanding 
topic, this study proposed to use big data technology to monitor the scope of marine pollution. The 
intelligent digital remote sensing technology was used for multi-dimensional monitoring of ocean water 
quality and completed the calculation of data collected by water quality sensors through the improved 
big data comparative analysis method. Finally, the scope of pollution monitoring was realized. The 
results verified that the proposed monitoring method could achieve high-precision and time-sensitive 
monitoring of the range of marine pollutants, and could identify the basic information of pollutants.         

INTRODUCTION

The ocean and humans have become increasingly intertwined 
as science and technology have advanced (Cavallaro et al. 
2017). And the protection of the marine environment has 
become a common concern topic for eco-environmental 
experts. The current common monitoring method for the 
scope of marine pollution is low-dimensional detection 
technology, which is characterized by a narrow monitoring 
range and applies to the near sea area (Sun et al. 2018). At 
the same time, the monitoring accuracy of this technology 
is relatively low, and the monitoring time is comparatively 
long, which may cause the location of pollutants to change 
during this period (Rabinskiy et al. 2017). Intelligent digital 
remote sensing technology has been widely used in many 
industries and has achieved breakthrough achievements as 
a major application of big data technology in the field of 
artificial intelligence, but this technology applied to the 
monitoring of marine pollution is relatively rare. In view of 
this, this study proposed the use of intelligent digital remote 
sensing technology and big data comparison technology as a 
monitoring method for the scope of marine pollution, aiming 
to provide technical support for future marine environmental 
management and help to create a green environment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Marine Pollution Scope Monitoring Method Based on 
Big Data Technology

Intelligent digital remote sensing technology

Research has introduced intelligent digital remote sensing 
technology for monitoring the scope of marine pollution. The 
technology, based on remote sensing satellites, detects marine 
environmental pollution through intelligent data modules 
(Verfuss et al. 2018), and then, obtains valuable information 
through multi-layer database comparison. Intelligent remote 
sensing technology is different from ordinary remote sens-
ing technology. Its characteristics are more intelligent and 
digital, which can achieve the effective processing of image 
information more quickly, allowing users to extract valua-
ble information and apply it to real life and work. Remote 
sensing technology includes information sources, obtaining 
information, receiving information, processing information, 
and applying information (Jauzein et al. 2016). The ocean 
analysis database uses the object features extracted from the 
ocean object database to realize data analysis and finally 
displays it on the computer screen through learning mode, 
machine learning, data mining, etc. The schematic diagram of 
the structure of the remote sensing database is shown in Fig. 
1. The technical structure includes an image layer, a marine 
information display layer, and a marine analysis display layer. 
The image layer is to obtain the information of the marine 
environment through remote sensing recognition of remote 
sensing satellites and send the obtained images to the marine 
information processing interface via the wireless network in 
the form of a packaged file, which involves image processing, 
retrieval of object attributes and image characteristics (Setala 
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et al. 2016). The marine information processing layer converts 
monitoring information into digital information through 
database processing. Marine object databases and marine 
environmental physical field analysis databases are used. The 
ocean analysis display layer accepts the transferred data and 
then processes the image through data link mode, image data 
module, and data mining technology (Arslan & Avsar 2020).

Water quality sensor measurement and monitoring 
technology

Marine pollutants can usually be divided into petroleum and 
its corresponding products, metal and non-metal pollutants, 
acidic or alkaline pollutants, pesticides, radioactive substanc-
es, organic pollutants, domestic sewage, thermal pollution, 
solid waste, antibiotics, etc. Marine polluted waters usually 
have a variety of pollutants, and the main impacts are reflect-
ed in the following three aspects (Bonanno & Orlando-Bo-
naca 2018). First, pollutants will cause a series of physical, 
chemical, and geological reactions that affect the safety of 
marine organisms. Second, it threatens human life and health 
through direct channels and the food chain. Third, marine 
pollutants have undergone major changes over time and in sea 

conditions. Current monitoring of pollutants includes water 
quality monitoring, bottom quality monitoring, atmospheric 
monitoring, biological monitoring, etc.

Based on the above analysis and previous research expe-
rience, the research selects water quality sensors to collect 
marine pollution data and then determines the pollution 
scope (Ternengo et al. 2018). The monitored data informa-
tion includes seawater PH value, seawater dissolved oxygen 
content, seawater conductivity, and seawater temperature. 
The types and related functions of the water quality sensors 
used in the research are shown in Table 1. 

Improved big data comparative analysis method

The research uses a comparative analysis method for the 
data of marine pollution range. Big data core technologies 
include four core technologies: big data collection, big data 
preprocessing, big data storage, and big data analysis. Data 
preprocessing is directly related to the accuracy of data, and 
mainly includes four parts: data cleaning, data integration, 
data conversion, and data specification (Collins & Halliday 
2018). Effective information may be derived from the data 
using intelligent digital remote sensing technology and 
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Fig. 1: Structure of intelligent data remote sensing database.

Table 1: Types of water quality sensors and their functions.

Sensor Main functions

PH sensor Monitoring and measuring the pH value of seawater

Dissolved oxygen sensor Monitoring and measurement of dissolved oxygen in seawater

TriE Conductivity Sensor The electrical conductivity of seawater was monitored and measured

Temperature sensor The temperature of seawater at different depths is monitored and measured
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comprehensive data obtained from water quality sensor 
monitoring technology to realize pollutant range monitor-
ing (González-Fernández et al. 2016). Normally, the scale 
of data extraction is huge, which increases the difficulty of 
comparative analysis. This study uses a spatial comparison 
method, which is to compare spatial index data within the 
same time range. The specific implementation steps are as 
follows. First, redefine the type of data source obtained, then 
extract the picture information and original data, and perform 
big data analysis with both marine pollution parameters and 
standard pollution images to obtain the final comprehensive 
pollution monitoring result (Alothman et al. 2020).

In the ocean reality, there are often upstream, down-
stream, sea breeze, and low visibility, so the big data obtained 
has the characteristics of “reasonable quantification”. When 
the phenomenon of data eddy occurs, the data obtained by 
the computer will produce analysis and quantitative changes. 
The law of change is shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) is a simplified 
schematic diagram of the vortex degree of the data. The ro-
tation axis of the vortex in the ocean is perpendicular to the 
earth’s surface. The study only considers the motion of the 
vortex relative to the earth below, that is, the relative vorticity. 
Fig. 2(b) refers to the relationship between the precise value 
of the model and the quantitative analysis. 

The data eddy current makes the process of analyzing 
pollution data more difficult, so the study unified quan-
tification of different data disguise, data vector, and data 
imbalance. When the data eddy current transformation 
occurs, the data obtained by the computer will also undergo 
analysis and quantitative changes. The law of change is 
shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) is a simplified schematic diagram 
of the data eddy current under transformation conditions. 

The eddy current transformation is to eliminate data inter-
ference through certain processing, which is convenient for 
the accurate analysis of data information. Fig. 3(b) refers to 
the relationship between the model’s precise value and the 
analytical quantification. After the data vortex changes, the 
data changes have no effect on the degree, and the big data 
monitoring parameters and quantified values are corrected 
on average, considerably reducing the difficulty of big data 
comparison analysis, resulting in well-realized big data 
comparative analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To test the detection effect of the big data technology pro-
posed by the institute in the scope of marine pollutants, the 
specific information is shown in Table 2. All the pollution 
sources used in the simulated pollution source experiment are 
simulated pollution sources to prevent damage to the marine 
environment (Emeh & Igwe 2018, Sajil Kumar 2020, Yan 
et al. 2020). The experiment evaluated the effectiveness of 
the monitoring method proposed by the institute through the 
monitoring and identification index. The monitoring identifi-
cation is the comparison between the number of experiments 
to find the pollutants and the total number of experiments.

The study selected a fixed 1000 km2 monitoring sea area 
and simulates the monitoring effects of two technologies, 
the original ocean monitoring technology and the big data 
monitoring technology, under different pollution source 
areas. Following the recording of the monitoring results, 
the pollution monitoring experiment was conducted under 
the conditions of modifying the sea area and selecting dif-
ferent flow rates and contrasts, and the monitoring data was 
recorded. The obtained relationship between the degree of 
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Fig. 2: Analysis and quantification change rule under data eddy current. 

 
In the ocean reality, there are often upstream, downstream, sea breeze, and low visibility, so 

the big data obtained has the characteristics of "reasonable quantification". When the phenomenon 
of data eddy occurs, the data obtained by the computer will produce analysis and quantitative 
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relative vorticity. Fig. 2(b) refers to the relationship between the precise value of the model and the 
quantitative analysis.  
 

Fig. 2: Analysis and quantification change rule under data eddy current.
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Fig. 3: Analysis and quantification change rule of data eddy current transformation. 

 
The data eddy current makes the process of analyzing pollution data more difficult, so the study 

unified quantification of different data disguise, data vector, and data imbalance. When the data 
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and quantitative changes. The law of change is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) is a simplified schematic 
diagram of the data eddy current under transformation conditions. The eddy current transformation 
is to eliminate data interference through certain processing, which is convenient for the accurate 
analysis of data information. Fig. 3(b) refers to the relationship between the model's precise value 
and the analytical quantification. After the data vortex changes, the data changes have no effect on 
the degree, and the big data monitoring parameters and quantified values are corrected on average, 
considerably reducing the difficulty of big data comparison analysis, resulting in well-realized big 
data comparative analysis. 
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Table 2: Experimental data information.

Simulation pollution source / m2 Monitoring area / km2 Simulation pollution source / m2 Monitoring area / km2

50 500 200 2000

75 750 225 2250

100 1000 250 2500

125 1250 275 2750

150 1500 300 3000

175 1750 325 3250

identification and the simulated pollution source is shown 
in Fig. 4. White and black respectively indicate the degree 
of identification of the original marine pollution monitoring 
technology and intelligent image monitoring technology. 
When the area of the monitored pollution source is 200 m2 
and 300 m2, the corresponding monitoring recognition degree 
is lower than 80% and 85% respectively. When the pollutant 
area drops again, the data obtained will not be of reference. 
The intelligent image monitoring method based on big data 
technology proposed by the research institute can achieve a 
recognition rate of about 92% even when the pollution area 
is 72 m2, and the monitoring recognition rate stabilizes at 
about 95% as the pollution area increases.

The experiment further verified the timeliness of the 
intelligent image monitoring method based on big data 
technology. Select a certain fixed sea area and compare 
the monitoring time of 100 km2 simulated pollution source 
through two monitoring methods. Record the monitoring 
results and draw the curve diagram of the detection time 
and pollution source as shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen 
from Fig. 5 that when the pollution source range is small, 
the monitoring time of the two monitoring methods differs 
greatly. Traditional monitoring methods have a relatively 

long monitoring time when the pollution range is relatively 
small. In this monitoring method, when the pollution range 
is within 300 m2, the monitoring time is 10 min, and when 
the monitoring range is within 150 m2, the monitoring 
time is 15 min. The monitoring method based on big data 
technology has very high monitoring timeliness even under 
a pollution area of about 50 m2. It only takes 5 minutes, and 
the monitoring time is usually stable at about 5 minutes. 

CONCLUSION

Aiming at the current widespread marine pollution problem, 
this research proposes an intelligent digital image monitoring 
method for marine pollutants based on big data technology, 
using a variety of water quality sensors to collect data, and 
using intelligent digital image sensing technology for image 
processing and analysis. Finally, the optimized big data com-
parative analysis method is used for big data analysis, and 
the final result is obtained. Through the detection of marine 
pollutant detection range, identification degree detection, 
and timeliness detection, the results verify that the proposed 
intelligent digital detection method based on big data tech-
nology can achieve good pollutant monitoring. Under the 
condition of the low pollution area, the recognition degree 
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of the intelligent image monitoring method is about 92%. 
As the pollution area increases, the recognition degree of 
monitoring stabilizes to 95%. And the monitoring timeliness 
of this method is also very high, and the monitoring time 
is usually stable at 5 minutes. When the original detection 
method monitors the pollution source area of 200 m2 and 
300 m2, the monitoring recognition rate is as low as 80% 
and 85%, respectively. At the same time, when the pollution 
range is within 300 m2 and 150 m2, the monitoring time is 
as high as 10 min and 15 min.
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Fig. 4: Simulation pollution source area and monitoring is the rate curve. 
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